MOBILE WORKSTATION 8.0
unmatched in speed, graphics and power

NEW
intel CORE™ i7 inside
Faster. Smarter.

W860CU COUGAR | X8100 LEOPARD | W870CU CHEETAH

Eurocom's Mobile Workstations are designed for heavy-duty computing. Portable, yet extremely powerful offering maximum upgradeability, expandability and reliability. Available with 18.4", 17.3" or 15.6"
Full HD 1920x1080 displays, powered by Intel® Core™ i7 (Extreme) Mobile processors and ATI® Radeon™ Mobility HD5670, NVIDIA® GTX 285M, GTS 360M, GTX 380M or Quadro® FX 2800M and FX 3800M high performance MXM 3.0b video cards.

Full HD 1920x1080 | RAID 0/1/5 | EUROCOM
WWW.EUROCOM.COM

1-877-EUROCOM / 613.224.6122 X 302 | SALES@EUROCOM.COM

Intel, the Intel Logo, Intel Inside, Intel Core, and Core Inside are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and other countries.